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off side play Tech. again got the ball, but was forced to kick. For ten minutes more the ball remained at the center of the field, changing hands twice. Then Williams, by bucking the center, and by repeated runs around the end by Street, brought the ball to the 20-yard line. Here the criss-cross was tried for the first time, and Street carried the ball across the line. Brown failed at goal. Time 2:18.

Technology now took the ball, and carried it rapidly from the center to the 10-yard line, by sending Boyd and Simonds through the center, and by a good run of fifteen yards by Clinton. But the ball was lost on off side play. It was kept at the end of the field, however, and Williams was forced to kick. Lafayette spoiled a fair catch, giving M. I. T. five yards. The ball was lost, and gained again, each time by off side play, and Batchelder kicking, the ball was caught on Williams’ 5-yard line.

Williams carried the ball to the 30-yard line, where it was lost to us for a moment, but again gained. The ball was carried to Tech’s 40-yard line, whence on the criss-cross Garfield made a touchdown. No goal. Score, 8-0; 2:38 P.M.

By the V and two good runs by Simonds Tech. made some ground, but lost the ball on four downs. By rushes and a kick the ball was carried into Tech.’s territory, where the ball was lost to Williams, and shortly after a touchdown was made. Brown again failed at goal. Score, 12-0.

After a little more play, time was called, the ball still at the center of the field.

Second half. Fargo in the first rush carried the ball to the 25-yard line, from where Garfield and Street gained, a touchdown being made in ten minutes. No goal. Score 16-0.

Technology made ten yards, but was forced to kick. Williams made rapid gains; Batchelder and Clinton stopped a run by Nelson, but Clinton was hurt, and forced to leave the field, Nash going on. Williams again gained, and at 3:30 Street carried the ball over the line. No goal. Score 20-0.

On the V, and on runs by Johnson, Tech. carried the ball to the 40-yard line, where it was lost, but gained by off side play. Batchelder was forced to kick. The kick was returned and fumbled, Williams getting the ball. It was rapidly carried to the 4-yard line, and Fargo went through the center for a touchdown at 3:42. Brown kicked a goal. Score 26-0.

Tech. gained on the V, but lost the ball on four downs. Williams kicked, the ball going outside, and being given by the referee to Williams. Garfield made a long run on the criss-cross, and was well stopped by Batchelder at the 5-yard line. Street carried the ball across the line at 3:47. Brown again failed at goal. Score 30-0.

There were a few minutes left of the half, but the team having to catch the train, the game was called. The good work for Williams was done by Street, Garfield, Bothne, Fargo, and Nelson; for Technology by Clarke, Kales, Clinton, and Simonds.

The teams lined up as follows:—

Tech.—rushers, Kales, Johnson, Beattie, Harvey, Morse, Clinton, Burrough; quarter back, Clarke; half backs, Simonds, Boyd; full back, Batchelder. Williams.—rushers, Enris, Townsend, Sawtell, Allen, Bothne, Nelson, Lafayette; quarter back, Brown (capt.); half backs, Garfield, Street; full back, Fargo.

Referee, first half, McKean, Williams; 2d half, Hammond (Harvard); umpire, Ruggles (Rensselaer).

It is reported that the King of Siam is to send six young men of his nation to be educated in Pennsylvania. Generous provisions are to be made for the maintenance of the young Asiatics, as they are to be allowed a stipend of $5,000 each out of the national exchequer.